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The unofficial month of Hot-tob er in San Diego (or Octob er for the rest), was full of fun.
We were ab le to stay cool on the hottest days with lots of water and spray b ottles while
enjoying the Outdoor Classroom with interesting things to explore.

Hauntingly Fun:
Halloween time in the Outdoor Classroom offers fun theme related activities. Black paper,
puzzles, bats, spiders and digging in pumpkins were thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Garden Time:
In St. Andrew's Garden, plants aren't the only thing happening. Children can try to catch bugs,
"plant" flowers, read, and find fun items to play with. Of course, watering plants is a number one
favorite.

I'm Sensing Something:
One of the themes for October is the senses. Friends painted with Kool-Aid scented glue, listened
to shells, looked for matching colors, and touched and smelled animals and animal skins. The
children found that we use multiple senses at one time, even without noticing.

Black Beans and Bones:
What are bones? How do they fit together, and why are they in with the beans? These are some of
the questions that come up when we have some pretend and real bones out for the My Amazing
Body theme. The "skeletons" in the beans give the children a chance to try to put together
skeletons, and there are real bones to examine and compare to books and our own bodies.

Son g s We'v e B een Si n g i n g :

Scary Skeletons
We're Scary Skeletons,
We're Scary Skeletons,
Clickity-clack (2 tongue clicks)
Down our bony backs (2 tongue clicks)
We're Scary Skeletons.

Little Ghost
Little Ghost, Little Ghost
Likes to say BOO!
Don't let Lit-tle Ghost scare YOU!

Calling All Nature Enthusiasts:
Miss Debra is looking for leaves for
November to put in the Outdoor Classroom
and would truly appreciate any donations of
collected leaves...all types
accepted.

Please cont act m e at
debra.st andrewspb@gm ail.com

with an y qu estion s or commen ts.

